BOOK LIST
for Kids Read identity:
Adventure Time
+
Me & the Machines: Simple Machines
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Adventure Time

Adventure Time readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps Adventure Time readers find books they like who also want to learn more about simple machines.

- Iggy Peck, Architect by Andrea Beaty
- The Remarkable Inventions of Walter Mortinson by Quinn Sosna-Spear
- Snazzy Cat Capers by Deanna Kent
- Jingle Jangle by Lyn Talbert
- Goldilocks and the Three Engineers by Sue Fliess
- Field Tripped by Allan Woodrow
- Garbage Island by Fred Koehler
- Hatchet by Gary Paulson
- Builders & Breakers by Steve Light
- The Door to Time by Pierdomenico Baccalario
- Monstrous Devices by Damien Love
- Gus’s Garage by Leo Timmers
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Adventure Time readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps Adventure Time readers find books they like who also want to learn more about simple machines.

- Papa’s Mechanical Fish by Candace Fleming
- Boxitects by Kim Smith
- Norton and Alpha by Kristyna Litten
- Big Hero 6 by Haruki Ueno
- Mary Had a Little Lamb by Sue Fliess
- Pop the Bronze Balloon by Jackie Yeager
- The Wondrous Whirligig by Andrew Glass
- The Kidnap Plot by Dave Butler
- My Explosive Diary by Emily Gale
- Vincent Shadow by Tim Kehoe
- The Outlandish Adventures of Liberty Aimes by Kelly Easton-Ruben
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